decalogue for overcome the air pollution
Protect you, your Family, your children and your old parents

1.

2. Protect the whole body, always, 24/24 h, 7/7 days, each month, each

year, life along

We owe you help with advice on how protect good, long, without difficulty or big costs.
YOU HAVE TO please, follow our advices, based on scientific research, and on Doctor’s
suggestions and counselling.
3.

Follow instructions from your Government and health Authorities

4.

Remember that when the AQI is very high (>>250) you’re risking an acute
intoxication (even fatal) or severe symptoms

5.

Remember that Air Pollution many time is INVISIBLE and ODOURLESS

6.

Know all deathly enemies, visible, like smog, and invisible

7.

Choose only effective tools and learn how to use well the masks and the air
purifiers

8.

Communicates to your family and to the neighbours of house rules to defend
themselves well from Pollution

9.

Spreads the culture of prevention of all diseases and of personal defence
against pollution

10. BEIJING AIR CARE CAN HELP YOU AND YOUR FAMILY

air quality index AQI, what is it?

AQI

Health effects

The AQI (Air Quality Index) tells you how clean or polluted
your air is, and what associated health effects might be a
concern for you. The AQI focuses on health effects you
may experience within a few hours or days after breathing
polluted air.

0-50

Good

http://aqicn.org/city/beijing

Moderate

101-150

Unhealthy for
Sensitive Groups

151-200

Unhealthy

200-300

For more info:

WARNING This assessment of the state of health and
risk of cardio-pulmonary disease is experimental and
aimed at education. It is based on the major cardiovascular and cancer risk factors, and on the statistic,
and deliberately not take into account possible multiplicative effects of individual risk factors, which can
lead to severe consequences, nor complex formulas.

51-100

300+

Very Unhealthy
Hazardous

Specific risk calculators for Miocardial Infarction are
available online. It is always advised to take preventive measures, for example to follow the diet and
take measures against pollution (personal, and in the
house), to measure the risk factors and the pollution,
and consult your doctor to be more precise.

statement 2

be carefull
to the invisible enemy
The air pollution is here
even you don’t see it:
discover where is it!

be careful to

the invisible enemy

1 mm

needle

Dust or Gross Dust
visibile with eye or lens, backlight or
with special lighting (woodz light)
1 -0,1mm
High airways diseases
Pollens
(air allergens)
strong lens
0,2-0,005mm
Asthma or
Allergy
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Let’s watch by magnifying glass the invisible enemies:
on you right hand side you can see the proportions.
The detail of a needle is 1.000
time bigger, as the enemies.
Dust (PM 10)

Fine DusT (PM2,5)
Microscope (optical)
0,1-0,01mm, 0,02 - 0,0025mm
Lung Diseases, Cancer, damage to eye, skin, reproductive
system, fertility, damage to infant and pregnant women
Bacteria
Microscope (optical)
0,01-0,001mm
Infectious diseases
(example cholera)

Pay attention, a lot of most toxic and harmful elements
of the air pollution are absolutely invisible.
A

Virus
Electronic microscope
0,001-0,00005mm
Infectious Diseases
(example Flu,
Influenza, Ebola)

This needle resized with
the magnifying, is so
detailed as you can see
inside the circle on your
left hand side.
Ultrafine Dust
Microscope Electronic
0,0025-0,0001mm
Myocardial Infarction,
Respiratory dieases,
other

0,000.000.1 mm
Toxic Gas
NON visible
0,000.000.1 mm
Death or severe
acute diseases
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The most dangerours dustS:

The dust pollutants, toxic,
are classified on the basis of the speed with which are deposited on the ground. Most are
small, and more can be inhaled, deeper into the lungs and the blood and cause diseases. The
powders more dangerous are the fine powders (usually with a diameter of 1-2 thousandths
of a millimeter) said PM2.5. Even the dust a little larger (PM10) and smaller than (ultra fine
powders, or PM1 and PM0.1). The PM wants to say Particulate Matter, the number that follows
indicates the approximate diameter in thousandths of a millimetre.
picture a=b: same disease risk at ground level.

